We present an organisation infrastructure for open MultiAgent Systems built upon a role-based access control model (RBAC), which provides agents with means to enable and control actions toward the other entities in the MAS (agents and resources).
FROM RBAC TO RBAC-MAS
In RBAC, a role is a semantic construct around which access control policy is formulated, bringing together a given collection of users and permissions in a transitory way [5] . The role concept assumes several manifestations in the literature, which RBAC aims to accommodate and capture. On the one hand, a role can represent competency to do specific tasks, but also the embodiment of authority and responsibility: all these cases are expressed in terms of enabled/disabled operations over objects in the organisation.
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The MAS perspective introduces a new view over interaction, and therefore over organisation; as a result, RBAC has to be suitably adapted and extended to suit the nature of the agent-oriented abstractions. Accordingly, we introduce a new model for RBAC-like organisation of MAS called RBAC-MAS, depicted in Figure 2 , featuring the following main peculiarities with respect to standard RBAC: Agent Classes. Instead of RBAC users, RBAC-MAS has agent classes. As an agent enters in the MAS it should be recognised as belonging to precisely one of these classesmost likely, after an authentication process. Actions and Perceptions. Operations and objects are strictly related in MAS, and moreover, agent interactions are typically structured in terms of actions and perceptions.
Therefore RBAC-MAS introduces the notions of action and perception, which are seen as operations involving a given object. Policies. Instead of permissions (subsets of operations over objects), RBAC-MAS introduces policies, which are protocols (possibly infinite, concurrent, and non-deterministic) of actions and perceptions.
INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT AND ACCS
Based on this general RBAC-MAS model, we develop an infrastructure approach to organisation in MAS. In particular, we provide concepts and design of an infrastructure that can be exploited to support at run-time all the 
Sessions and ACCs
A key notion introduced in RBAC models is that of session. As an agent enters a MAS it is given a session, which the agent uses to activate and deactivate roles, and which is used to check whether agent actions are correct with respect to the roles played. Thus, because sessions have a strong effect on the run-time behaviour of agents in MASs, we focus our infrastructure approach on the idea of exploiting a runtime abstraction in charge of realising an agent session. To this end, we use the Agent Coordination Context (ACC) notion, introduced in a general form in [2] and exploited in a specific fashion in [4] as a means to enable/control agent interactions in TuCSoN (http://tucson.sourceforge.net).
Generally speaking, an ACC represents the conceptual boundary between the agent and the environment, encapsulating the environment interface to be used by the agent. Being an interface, the ACC both (i) works as a model for the agent environment, and (ii) enables and rules the interactions between the agent and the environment. Hence, the ACC abstraction is particularly fruitful to model the presence of an agent within an organisation, by defining its admissible interactions with respect to organisation resources and its admissible communications toward the other agents belonging to the organisation. Thus, an ACC is meant to enact the policies assigned to an agent -that is, to physically allow admissible agent actions/perceptions toward the environment -and to make them available for agent runtime inspection and, possibly, meta-level reasoning.
Agent Interaction with ACCs
Two basic stages characterise the life-time of an ACC: ACC negotiation and ACC use. In order to take part actively to an organisation, to access its objects (other agents or resources), an agent must first negotiate an ACC with the organisation infrastructure.
In particular, through a standard welcome service of the infrastructure, an agent can authenticate its identity and therefore receive its own private ACC, representing its working session in the current MAS. This step can actually feature a number of details that we here abstract away from, concerning both the authentication process and how/where locating the ACC prepared for the agent. Receiving an ACC does not conclude negotiation: the ACC is initially void, for no actions have been enabled, yet. The agent should request to the ACC the activation of some role, which is granted only if the agent/role permissions allow this. If activation succeeds, the agent can start playing the role by executing actions according to the policies specified for that role. If all the policies associated to a given role are terminated, the role can be deactivated. Hence, note that the dynamics of role activation and deactivation is not fixed a priori, but varies depending on the agent needs. When no roles are activated the agent can leave the ACC, therefore leaving the whole MAS -possibly entering later again with a new authentication. Failing to deactivate a terminated role or leaving a void ACC is prevented where possible, or can be tracked and considered as an agent violation in other cases -e.g. involving legal consequences.
Besides these negotiation aspects, the agent typically use an ACC by executing actions (receiving perceptions) according to the currently activated roles. In particular, the role is initially associated a number of policies, each representing a protocol of actions and perceptions. Whichever language for policies is used -see e.g. [3] -it should describe what are the actions/perceptions allowed at a given time, and what is the next state of policies as one action is executed or a perception occurs. So, an agent can executed any action (received a perception) allowed by any current policy of any currently activated role.
Our current research efforts focuses on implemented this organisational support on top of a new release of TuCSoN.
